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Data Exploration Tab

The first tab is meant to encourage analysts to explore the data.  Understanding the data is 

important and this step has often been overlooked.  To help encourage our analysts to 

explore the data we added this tab.  Though it is really just an embedded graph builder 

window, it serves as a great reminder of how important this step is to the overall process.
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To make the analysis more flexible it allows the user to choose their desired data table and 

then to identify which columns match the inputs needed for the model
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kNN Analysis Tab

Once the table and columns are identified the user is able to set the model parameters.  

These parameters include:

1. Importance Metric – This allows certain variables to have a higher weight in the kNN

process than others. Some variables are naturally better at helping to forecast the next 

month’s behavior and this allows us to take advantage of that fact

2. Number of Nearest Neighbors desired – Datasets vary and both in size and quality.  As a 

result, we wanted some flexibility in choosing how many neighbors to match to our 

promotion participants

Additionally, two charts show individual participant vs control group results (cell plot and 

parallel plot).  Showing individual results graphically creates confidence that the kNN

method is working correctly by choosing neighbors who are similar to the participant in the 

selected metrics
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Control Group Tab

Once the control groups are created by the algorithm the results are shown in these three 

graphs.

1. The top graph shows the mean distance of the control group individuals to the 

participant.  This helps the analyst to understand the data and identify any 

problems/outliers

2. The middle chart shows the mean distance of the selected participant’s control group 

members in relation to the participant, notice also that the blue dashed line in the top 

chart shows their mean in context of all participant means.  The shading, from green to 

red, is meant to be a rough guide to how well the group is matched to the individual 

participant

3. The bottom graph shows the distances for each member of the participant’s control 

group.  As with the top graph, this provides exploratory information.  Analysts can 

clearly see the distribution of the control records.  By providing this information, it can 

also increase the analyst’s confidence that the model is working and that the 

promotional analysis will be correct
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Uplift Tab

The uplift tab puts all of the previous work together into a simple view. It shows the 

analyst the most important information needed for the analysis:

1. Expected sales (based on the control group created in the previous tab)

2. Actual sales in the promotion month

3. Total promotional sales in the promotion month (blue and green combined)

4. Cannibalization of non-promotional products (shown in blue)

5. Incremental sales as a result of the promotion (shown in green)

Notice that the cannibalization and incremental sales figures are calculations based on the 

Expected, Actual, and Promotional sales figures
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